While the war between Ukraine and Russia is raging, Fighting Online Antisemitism
Organization detected a sharp rise in antisemitic content.
Since the Russian invasion of Ukraine, approximately 38 thousand posts have been published,
demonstrating an increase of 1,280%. "Any event is enough of a reason to blame Jews."
With the help of a computerized system designed for reviewing Social Media content, the FOA
Organization completed a research project using keywords and hashtags such as "Russia,"
"Ukraine," "Rothschild," and "Jews." The research indicated a sharp increase in antisemitic
content, which increased from a few a day to 6,000 on the last day of the month; 50% were
negative. Posts were categorized as "positive," "negative," or "neutral." On a positive note,
together with the increase of the negative, there was also an increase in positive posts.
The posts reviewed were in English, and they reached approx. 860 million users.
Twitter accounts for about 59% of monitored content. However, there are significant differences
between platforms in terms of search methods. Websites and various forums accounted for the
remainder of monitored content.
Along with using the computerized system based on artificial intelligence, FOA's volunteers
manually monitored blatantly antisemitic content on VK, the favored social media platform for
Russian speakers. A recurring theme found in the shocking posts was the blame placed on
Jews for the outbreak of the war.
Among the disturbing posts found: "The Slavs are fighting, while the Jews are celebrating, that's
what the stinking Jews want"; "The Jewish plan is to annihilate the Slavs, Russians, Ukrainians,
and Russian"; "Habad Jewish-Fascist sect seeks to construct a new world order"; "In Eastern
Ukraine, a war is raging between two Russian-speaking nations which are killing each other on
orders from Hebrew speakers."
We will demand accountability
As FOA's monitoring team leader, Barak Aharon, stated: "We are pained to see the images of
the war, with countless victims, the suffering of the innocent, and the never-ending lines of
refugees and bombed cities. Unfortunately, we find once again that antisemites see every world
event as a reason to throw mud and blame Jews - just as they did during the Covid-19
Pandemic. We will continue to demand Socia Media to remove the hateful content as quickly as
possible, as we asked. We have to stop spreading conspiracies that harm human lives. We will
continue to demand that social networks take responsibility for the offensive content and meet
our demands for the removal of the content."
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